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THE CITY AND PORT UNDERSTAND that sea level rise poses a
significant threat to San Francisco’s communities, businesses,
environmental resources, and infrastructure. In recognition of this threat,
the City adopted the Sea Level Rise Action Plan and the Port has been a
strong partner in implementing the actions recommended by the plan.
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Sections of the Embarcadero Seawall account for some of our
shoreline’s lowest elevations and most significant community and
business assets. These sections experience flooding today and that flood
risk will increase over time as sea levels rise. The City, acting through the
Port of San Francisco, launched the San Francisco Seawall Earthquake
Safety Program to improve seismic performance, provide near-term
flood protection improvements, and plan for long-term resilience and
sea level rise adaptation along the Embarcadero Seawall.
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(ABOVE): RENDERING OF THE EMBARCADERO
SEAWALL DURING FLOODING DUE TO SEA
LEVEL RISE.
(RIGHT): TODAY, SAN FRANCISCO’S
WATERFRONT IS SUBJECT TO FLOODING.
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TODAY, KING TIDES flood parts
of the Embarcadero, by 2100
they will flood much of
downtown. Sea level rise is
increasing and already changing
how we build on the waterfront.
The new Ferry Terminal, currently
under construction, sits three feet
higher than the old terminals and
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soon a floating fire station will
be built at Pier 22-1/2. A 100-year
flood event today will send the
Bay over the Embarcadero Seawall
and into the BART and Muni
tunnels, disrupting transit and the
regional economy. Data show that
the San Francisco Bay is expected
to rise 72 inches by 2100.
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66 INCHES OF SEA LEVEL RISE WILL RESULT IN DAILY FLOODING AND EXTEND
THE 100 YEAR FLOOD RISK FAR INTO DOWNTOWN.
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THE PORT UNDERSTANDS the
increasing risk that sea level
rise poses to the San Francisco
waterfront, and has designed the
Seawall Program as an adaptive
planning and implementation
framework to address sea level
rise with three elements –
Strengthen, Adapt, and Envision.
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The Strengthen Element focuses
on protecting life safety and
emergency response access due
to seismic activity and includes
current and near-term flood risk.
The Adapt and Envision Elements
consider higher water levels and

provide an opportunity to create
a resilient waterfront over the
next 50 years, and envision the
waterfront in 2100 and beyond.
The Seawall Program is developing
a inundation analysis that
combines a 500-year flood event
with 66 inches of sea level rise.
Additionally, the Seawall Program
will conduct a wind wave,
wave run-up, and overtopping
assessment with new bathymetry
and additional analysis of the
Embarcadero Seawall to better
understand future water levels
and the effects on waterfront
assets and services.
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